A very elementary proof is given of the theorem that on a set of measure zero on T, any continuous function is equal to a continuous function of analytic type. The same elementary method proves that a measure of analytic type is absolutely continuous.
Lemma. Let F be a closed subset of T of measure zero and <p a continuous function on F. Given e > 0 and an open set G D F there is a continuous function g of analytic type such that sup|g(r) -<p(f)| < esup|<p(i)|, teF teF \g(t)\<e, t£G, (♦*) sup|g(r)| < 3sup|<p(i)|.
ter teF
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that sup,ef|<p(f)| = 1 and also that (p is a trigonometric polynomial <p(t)= 2 oLkeikt \k\<m such that \<p(t)\ < e/3, t 0: G.
Let e~A = e and let A be a continuous function on T, lying between -2A and 2e, such that \h(t) + 2A\<e, teF.
Since m(F) = 0 we may take ||A||, arbitrarily small and hence we may suppose h(k) = 0, |fc| < m. Take a Fejér sump of h such that \p(t) + 2A\ < e, t S F. We Starting with G' we get/' coinciding with <p on F, bounded by 4 where |/'(0| > 1 + e only if t e G' \ G" for an appropriate G" ^ F, with G"cC.
Observing that the sets G \ G', G' \ G", G" \ G'", . . . are disjoint and taking an arithmetic mean we get a function bounded everywhere by 1 + 2e.
Proof of the First F. and M. Riesz Theorem. It is sufficient to prove that a0 = (27T)-1 f f(t) dt = 0 jt for, applying the same process to the function e~"f(t), we deduce a, = 0, and next a2 = 0, . . . and finally / = 0. We shall follow the same pattern of proof as for the Rudin- Since e is arbitrary we have a0 = 0 and the theorem is proved.
Proof of the Second F. and M. Riesz Theorem. We may assume a0 = 0. Let F be a closed set of measure zero. Choose a decreasing sequence of open sets G" D F such that D G" = F, and by the Lemma a sequence of functions g" of analytic type, such that |1 -g"(0| < \/n, t S F, |S"I<3; |g"(0l<l/n fori^G".
